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Improve security posture and protection of hybrid
and multi-cloud infrastructure workloads

Partner-led workshop highlights

Onboard additional hybrid and multi-cloud 
resources to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Analyze security threats and vulnerabilities 
and get recommendations for mitigation.

Hands-on training in ongoing security 
monitoring and incident response.

Learn how to operationalize Microsoft 
Defender for Cloud to reduce overhead.

Security threats are compounded by the complexity of hybrid 
and multi-cloud environments. With more of our most critical 
data existing solely in the cloud, and maintaining consistent 
access controls is challenging, the need for integrated protection 
for your multi-cloud resources, apps and data is increasing.

Knowing your security posture is essential

Knowledge is power. In order to protect your most essential 
cloud-based data, and defend yourself against potential threats, 
you need a clear picture of your hybrid and multi-cloud security.

The Secure Multi-Cloud Environments Activator will help you 
to assess your current security posture, broaden the scope of 
protected resources, and develop a plan of action for 
remediation, using products you already own.

As organizations continue to adapt to hybrid and remote workflows, assessing your current security 
posture is vital. Microsoft Defender for Cloud will allow you to assess and protect your hybrid and 
multi-cloud infrastructure workloads, so that you can remain nimble, no matter the environment.
By attending this workshop, our experts will work with you to:

Assess your current 
environment and 
determine priorities for a 
hybrid and multi-cloud 
security and protection 
solution, utilizing tools you 
already own.

Discover vulnerabilities 
and  threats to your hybrid 
and multi-cloud workloads 
and develop strategies for 
mitigation, based on your 
specific needs.

Protect additional hybrid 
and multi-cloud resources 
by onboarding them to 
Microsoft Defender for 
Cloud.

Create a personalized plan 
for integrating Microsoft 
Defender for Cloud into 
your current security 
operations and determine 
actionable next steps.

Secure Multi-Cloud Environments Activator

Secure Multi-Cloud 
Environments Workshop
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& Design
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& Protect
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What we’ll do during the Secure Multi-Cloud Environments Activator.

What to expect
By the end of this workshop, experts in Microsoft security will provide you with:

Insight into the current state of your hybrid and multi-
cloud security posture management and threat 
protection with an analysis on requirements and 
priorities.

Increased protection of additional hybrid and
multi-cloud resources and a better understanding of 
how to prioritize and mitigate potential threats to all 
your existing resources and workloads. 

Recommendations for reducing the attack surface area 
for your hybrid and multi-cloud resources and workloads 
and in-depth guidance on how to integrate Microsoft 
Defender for Cloud into your security operations and 
reduce operational overhead.

A defined, personalized plan for actionable next steps, 
including a timeline for remediations, based on your 
organization’s specific security needs and objectives.

Why Orange Cyberdefense?
When it comes to security, you need an experienced partner. When it comes to security, you need an experienced partner. 
When it comes to compliance, you need an experienced partner. Orange Cyberdefense is the expert cybersecurity business unit 
of the Orange Group, providing managed security, managed threat detection and response services to organizations around 
the globe. As the leading security services provider, we strive to build a safer digital society. We are proud to say we can offer 
global protection with local expertise and support our customers throughout the entire threat lifecycle.  

Provide guidance on how 
to integrate Microsoft Defender 
for Cloud into your security 
operations.

Define scope & design for 
additional hybrid and multi-
cloud resources to be protected 
by Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Discover vulnerabilities and threats 
to hybrid and multi-cloud workloads 
and provide recommendations on 
mitigation strategies.

Analyze requirements and 
priorities for a hybrid and multi-
cloud security posture management 
and threat protection solution. 

Protect additional hybrid and 
multi-cloud resources by 
onboarding them 
to Microsoft Defender for Cloud.

Recommend next steps on how to 
improve security posture and 
protection of hybrid and multi-cloud 
infrastructure workloads 
using Microsoft Defender for Cloud.
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